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According to the [Israeli]  Hebrew media,  the Israeli  police’s  initial  investigation proved
that Israeli helicopters bombed the Israeli civilians who participated in the nature
party on Oct. 7 [2023] (sic., refers to Nov. 18, 2023 Haaretz report that one Israeli army
helicopter  firing  at  Hamas  terrorists  may  have  accidentally  also  hit  some  Israeli  civilians;
the [Israeli] police have denied this report).

This means that Israeli military aircraft caused great destruction in the area and in
some of the settlements  (i.e.,  Israeli  towns near the Gaza Strip),  after the so-called
‘Hannibal Directive’ was activated, which allows the occupation police and occupation army
to kill everyone (sic., the directive calls to prevent the capture of Israeli soldiers even at the
risk of harming Israeli forces).

Therefore,  the ministry thinks that  the conclusions of  the aforementioned investigation
cast doubt on the Israeli versions regarding the destruction and killing that took
place in that area, especially on everything concerning the images and videos
showing the destruction and the fires that broke out in many houses as a result of
this bombing.

The ministry demands that all media outlets, senior UN officials, and heads of state monitor
this topic, show interest in the Hebrew media publications on the topic, and reexamine their
positions in light of this.
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Research articles.

The text above was sourced from Palestinian Media Watch.
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